REPORT ON THE STAKEHOLDERS AND BUDGET FORUM HELD ON
8TH NOVERMBER 2018 AT OAKLAND EVENT CENTER AND SUITS
ENUGU.
OBJECTIVE: The main objective of the meeting was to inform the community
leaders, Member of the traditional council, town union leaders and members of the
state Executive council the thrust of the 2019 Budget and ask for their inputs for a
more inclusive budgeting.
INTRODUCTION: for years, we have evolved some very critical reforms in the
Budget Process to make it not only realistic but achievable. Prior to this moment,
the budget process had been criticized as not being realistic, and sometimes not
inclusive; as it is alleged that there is no adequate consultation with the
Stakeholders before the budget is prepared and implemented, thus creating room
for lack of interest on the part of the Stakeholders i.e. communities and other
beneficiaries of the budget. Because of the obvious reason that, the budget is for
the citizens, we agreed that there should be wider consultations apart from the
normal bilateral discussions involving the Ministries, Departments, and Agencies,
but a more outward inclusion of the citizens who are the end users of the Budget.
Hence, we agreed that there should be a proper Needs Assessment to enable us
involve the communities in the process.
Before now in Enugu State, we used to have what is popularly known as visit
every community approach to needs assessment, where the State Executive council
members used to visit every community in the state to demand their needs in a
priority ranking to enable the State factor it into its development plan. This has
been working very well for us, as each year we review the priorities to know those
achieved and re-focus on the remaining items. However, as we are attuned to the
best acceptable standard in achieving our Objectives, we decided to do an all
inclusive statewide need assessment, through citizen participation, using all the
Major Organs in the community level to achieve our objective by inviting them to
be part of 2019 Budget formulation process through a one day advocacy and
enlightment forum. This was sponsored by the State Government through the
Ministry of budget and planning, Enugu.
THE POLICY THRUST OF 2019 BUDGET
The forum was declared open by the Governor of the State, Rt.Hon Ifeanyi
Ugwuanyi, who was represented by the Head of the State Civil Service, Mr. Chidi
Ezema. In this address on the occasion, he thanked the Stakeholder who included
the Civil Society and the Community leaders, for showing interest in the
development strides of the State Government; thus being good partner in our

efforts at developing the state to an acceptable standard. He informed them that the
State government recently issued out N5million each to over 350 communities in
the State to enable them choose their own priority Project for self execution, and to
hasten development in all the communities. This he noted was just the 1st phase of
the Project which he said with total to N 10 million each community, and that the
sum of N2.4 billon has been ear-marked for this. He enjoined them to be prudent in
the use of the fund as their accessing the 2nd trench will depend on proper
execution of the 1st phase. He commended the ministry of Budget and planning for
their effort in this regard, and promised to continue to support such consultations in
future.
The special Adviser to the governor on Budget and Planning, had earlier in his
opening speech, welcomed the participants, and thanked the Government for
giving us the necessary support to involve all the stakeholders in budget process,
thereby giving the process necessary transparency and accountability needed for a
good financial Management model. He enumerated the need for regular interface
with the Civil Society Organizations CSOs and the community leaders so as to
help in making citizen friendly budget that is implementable. This is in line with
the best practice system of budgeting through a bottom up approach. In his words,
“you are called together here, to intimate you on the direction of the 2019 fiscal
plan, and to ask for your advice and inputs into the fiscal strategy plan”.
The Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Budget and Planning, Mr. Casmir Ugwu
kick started the interactions with delivery of key note papers-one on the Budget
process and the other on why we are here. Which is the background objective of
the workshop. He informed the communities what government stands for-a social
contract which demands social obedience to attract infrastructural development and
dividends of democracy. He told them that power rests with the people, but that
people have a role to pay their taxes to enable them benefit from good governance.
He further enthused that while the citizen holds the ultimate power, he donates
power to few through Election or selection, then obey the law of the land. It is then
the mandate of the government to provide leadership, management of public goods
and resources, provide security and welfare, and of course represent the interest of
the people.
Many of the community leaders were excited at the invitation and thanked the
ministry for inviting them to the pre- Budget meeting. The chairman of the state
Traditional Rulers Council- Igwe Ambassador Lawrance Agubuzo on behalf of his
colleagues requested for regular consultation on issue of governance while
thanking the government for involving them through the N5 million community
development grants to all the communities in the state.

Many others reacted by demanding for some specific projects to be included in the
Budget as it will benefit their communities. Request were made by most of the
people who attended including Igwe R.O. Eze from Obige Obukpa who requested
for roads like Idah, Owerre Obukpa, Ajuona Obukpa, Obige, Ogbagu, Okparigbo,
Ibagwa Ani Kogi Road. This he was told belongs to federal highways. Igwe Ngene
hammered on proper implementation of the Budget, and that community should be
involved in monitoring of Projects. This was accepted by all.
Other contributions were made by Igwe Onyioha Nwanjoku who requested for
rehabilitation of Oduma Basic Health Centre opened since 1980 and promoted to a
cottage Hospital in 1982. Igwe Sam Uka asked for the completion of abandoned
and ongoing projects in 2019. Igwe Gody Eko of Ihe spoke on lack of urban
planning as a bane on development. Chairman of Akama Oghe town Union
complained of their inability to access the N5million because of the deceased Igwe.
DG.Abbi town union in Uzo Uwani Complainied of no access road in the entire
Uzo-Uwani LGA. Also Igwe Attah of Umuida requested for roads in his
community. Everistus Ugwu of Ovoko community requested for development of
their market into a modern standard and opening up of rural roads. Igwe Dume
Nnamoko commended the action of the State involving them in the Budget
process, and the numerous development Programmes in the state. The following
roads were also highlighted by interested communities:1. 9th mile- owa imezi, awka road,
2. Ezema olo-eziowa mgbagbu owa road,
3. Amansiodo ihuonyia city. PG Lejja community in Nsukka observes that
Lejja-Aku roads of 16km did not appear in 2018 Budget and that his
community is worried. They were however assured by the Perm. Secretary,
Budget and planning, that they will be taken care of in the budget.
From the civil society, they demanded to know the meaning of multi-year budget
or medium term expenditure framework. This was raised by one Cecilia Ndu. The
meeting was attended by over one hundred and twenty (120) traditional rulers,
members of the civil society, heads of town unions, and government officials.

K. C. Ugwu
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Budget and Planning.
NB: Attached is the Photocopy of the attendance to the Meeting.

